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ABSTRACT 

1 

We present a unified semiclassical picture of nuclear dynamics, 
from collective states to heavy ion physics, based on a study of the 
time evolution of the Wigner distribution function. We discuss in 
particular the mean field dynamics, in this "quantal" phase space, 
which is ruled by the nuclear Vlasov equation. Simple approximate 
solutions are worked out for rotational and vibrational collective 
motions. Giant resonances are shown to be quite well described as 
scaling modes, which are equivalent to a lowest multipole (up to 
1 =2) distortions of the momentum distribution. Applications max 
are shown to heavy ion physics to study giant resonances on high 
Bpin states and dynamical collective effects in subthreshold re
production. Several possible extensions and in particular the inclu
sion of two-body collision terms are finally discussed. 

1- INTRODUCTION 

Semiclassical methods to study nuclear dynamics from a fully 
microscopic approach are important for the following main reasons : 

i) we get a better understanding of the main physical proper
ties since we can follow the time evolution of classical quantities 
like densities, currents, momentum and energy flows ; 

ii) very often we can get analytical results and therefore 
we can directly ses the dynamical implications of various terms of 
the microscopic two-body interaction ; 

iii) once we know the space and momentum distributions of col
lective nuclear states, we can study the effects of such excitations 
in reaction mechanisms ; 

iv) classical kinetic equations could suggest the way to go 
beyond many-body approximation schemes in order to extend the analysis 
to new energy domains. 
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The central point of our semiclassical analysis is the use of 
the Wigner transform of the one-body density matrix which has a natural 
classical interpretation as a phase space distribution function. We 
will derive a semiclassical mean field theory which is also the basis 
of a microscopic nuclear fluid dynamical approach. In this way we get 
a simple representation of a very complicated TDHF theory for large am
plitude motions as well as for small oscillations (RPA modes). We will 
discuss some particular solutions to describe collective motions and 
some possible extensions to the heavy ion physics. We shall always use 
a classical language of space and momentum distributions but there is 
a complete correspondance with the usual shell model scheme of particle-
hole excitations and multi-steps processes. 

Since many lecturers in this College are going to use the Wigner 
function, in section 2 we present a thorough discussion of this approach 
for one-particle problems and its direct connections to a fluid dynami
cal theory. In section 3, we show the foundations of the Vlasov equation 
in nuclear dynamics. A general procedure to study collective motions is 
included in section 4. Sections 5 and 6 deal with solutions respectively 
to describe large amplitude motions and small oscillations» in particu
lar giant resonances. Section 7 is devoted to a discussion of isovector 
giant resonances, with a complete study of the Giant Dipole mode, so 
important in nuclear physics. In section 8, we show how we can easily 
treat in this phase space approach the problem of vibration-rotation 
coupling and we derive several results on giant rest.iances built on high 
spin states. Another interesting link to the heavy ion phjjics is dis
cussed in section 9, where we show how collective dynamical deformations 
could enhance the rate of subthreshold T-production in heavy ion colli
sions. Finally, in section 10, we draw some conclusions where essentially 
we list open problems and discuss the extension to higher energy problems 
with an explicit introduction of two-body collision effects. 

2- WIGNER FUNCTION IN QUANTUM MECHANICS : ONE BODY PROBLEMS 

The Wigner transfoi.j of the density matrix was introduced in the 
thirties as a simple, intuitive way to do semiclassical limits since 
its natural classical interpretation as a phase space distribution 



function. In this section we shall show that procedure for one particle 

(spinless) problems 

Let us consider a wave packet describing a particle travel

ling in a potential field Vfc) 

rit,tr) -• fefe* R p c a'h) ^ c*f • - ^ (a-i) 

with 

,'ti^ ; H f . H- — * Vis) 

at each time the space distribution (probability) is given by 

f(r,k-) - | V*(E|t-^J * a n d the momentum distribution (pro

bability) by PCti*) = [C(?,*) /*" -

We can describe the same dynamics using the density matrix formalism 

for a pure state 

f f t i , r», e ; = ^^\t> <r<£* > (2-2) 

The SchrBdinger equation becomes 

ik?£ = i'~i,fl ( 2- 3 ) 

Let us consider now the Wigner (Fourier) transform of the density 

matrix in coordinate representation, introducing the relative and 

cm. coordinates -f 5 ( -i ~ -* ) i C î ( -1 + t j / î : 

* '-' (InkV ) L 

Since the particular structure of the one-particle density matrix 

we have also 



Up to this point the vector f is only a Fourier variable. 
However we can easily write down some properties of f(tt Pt &) 

which lead to an interpretation as distribution function in a real 
phase space : 

fit, *-) S \ *(!, *) I 1 = U3P fa,f, tr) 

i) The quantum space distribution is given by 

(2.5) 

ii) Analogously for the quantum momentum distribution we have 

Y(rt*)*.\c{tt*)\X-Uir- f ^ f . f r j (2.6) 

iii) The mean value of a given operator O becomes 

(2.7) 

(2) using the Wigner transform of an arbitrary quantum operator 

iv) The current can be written 

i ( t f t ) s *!<-(?*?*)* Jd\ £ $Cc,e,t) ( 2- 8 ) 

and, as we will show later, it satisfies a continuity equation with 
the density distribution. 

At this point it is natural to interpret (t. P) as a phase 
space and £(£> P/ ̂  ) a s a Boltzmann distribution function. 
It is also clear that we cannot push too far this analogy : 

i) A classical particle is on a given trajectory (pure state), 
therefore the Boltzmann function is 

f ( tl?,fr)= <Kc-r(WjS~(f-f(t-) ) u/.H, f ( ^ = u * f ( r j 

in conflict with the uncertainty principle. 

ii) From the hermitianity of the density matrix we can easily 
show that the Wigner function must be real but not necessarily posi
tive definite, as required from the probabilistic classical meaning. 



However this way to describe the motion of a quantum particle 

looks extremely appealing for the immediate classical picture. Let us 

consider now the structure of the dynamical equations. To write the 

equation (2.3) in phase space we need to know the Wigner transform of 
(2) 

a product of two quantum operators 

(fl-i) «ex-pp5 A t t j fijfr.f ) 3^'(z,P) (2-9) 

where J\ f 4 r J p •?(, " Yp 7f 

is the Poisson differential operator. As a consequence we immediately 

recover the semiclassical limit of a commutator as Poisson bracket 

= ̂ {K,&w\ I- Oft')*-- (2.10) 

The Schrodinger equation for the Wigner function becomes 

f l A 3 u ' ^ W f 

(2.11) { "/ T J i<r "• « 

As a semiclassical limit with H(r,f J= £ "̂  *"(£) 

we get the classical Liouville equation. Due to the presence of the 

[\ operator in the quantum corrections, we remark that this 

classical dynamical evolution of the Wigner function is exact for 

Vit) UP t o t n e second order in the coordinates (e.g. for the 

harmonic oscillator case). 

From the Schrddinger equation (2.11), we can easily get also 

a fluid-dynamical chain of equations for the p -moments of the 

Wigner function. The zeroth f -moment of equation (2.11) gives 

the continuity equation 

_1 + V7 • i ~ ° (2.12) 

with f(t, t) and «Lit, t) defined before. From the first 

f-moment we get an Èuler-like equation 

_ J + L - f -r P ~— = O (2.13) 



with a "pressure" tensor 

The second P -moment gives a kind of energy conservation equation 

2. ?.. + V^ ft.-;* + /~J. ?.V + J. Ç. V 1 - 0 (2-1") 

' J * lft,f,lr) <3 f> , "heat flux" tensor 

and so on. We remark that there are no explicit quantum effects up to 
the third P -moment equation. Quantum effects are in the initial 
conditions, but not in the dynamics. We will come back on this point 
for \:he many-body case. 

3- MEAN FIELD THEORIES IN PHASE SPACE : VLASOV EQUATION 

In the description of the dynamics for a many-body system, 
the first question to be answered is abrut the dominant interaction 
mechanism which gives the time evolution of the system. Is the latter 
ruled by the interaction of independent particles with a common, 
self-consistent mean field or is it dominated by two-body collisions ? 
The characteristic times of the two regimes are roughly given by 

and 

l-wo-bdoy jT" 
where D gives a measure of the distance between two "walls" of the mean 
field, A is the mean free path for particle-particle collisions and 

*\XL is the Fermi velocity. The dominant mechanism is the one cor-
reroonding to the smallest time : 
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i) If A > D we have one-body dynamics, wall effects are 

important and the system can be described as a collisionless gas in 

a self-consistent vessel. This is the region of validity of mean field 

theories (TDHF). 

ii) If A < A y two-body collision terms are dominant. The sys

tems quickly reaches a local equilibrium and a hydrodynamics picture 

can be applied. 

Obviously in between these two extreme cases there is an impor

tant region where the two regimes overlap. In the nuclear system D 

is of the order of the nuclear diameter. For an available energy per 

nucléon smaller than the Fermi energy the Paul! principle prevents 

nucleon-nuoleon collisions near the Fermi surface and simple esti

mates ' ' show that the mean free path is larger than the nuclear 

size. Therefore we expect a mean field theory of nuclear dynamics to 

be valid up to excitation energies of about 10 Mev per nucléon, range 

which covers several interesting dynamical properties of nuclei 

from low energy heavy ion collisions to rotational and vibrational 

collective motions and to low energy fission. In these lectures we 

shall focus our attention on the results we can get from a mean field 

analysis of the nuclear system in phase space. In the last part we will 

show a link to phase-space methods for higher energy processes that 

will be also extensively discussed by other lecturers in this college. 

The microscopic foundations of a mean field dynamics lie in the 

Time-Dependant-Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory. The TDHF equations follow 

from the truncation of the chain of time evolution equations for the 

N-body density matrices through the factorization, at the N = 2 level, 

?AarS - £ s fair " /aJ ft," ( 3 " 1 > 

where /•* is the one-body density matrix. In this way we 

keep only one particular two-body correlation, the Pauli one. The 

equation of motion for the density matrix is 



is the single-particle self-consistent hamiltonian 

t t Tf *? (3.3) 
with t kinetic energy operator and V antisymmetrized interaction. 
Actually the mean field approach is an extension of TDHF with some 
phenomenology introduced through an effective interaction, velocity and 
density dependent, which takes into account other degrees of freedom 

t fi 71 and many-body terms ' . Introducing a set of occupied orbitals 
l V V J ,«• s •*,••• " , we get from equation (3.2) the mean 

field equations for the single-particle wave functions 

J C 
which represent a complicated, highly non linear, set of coupled 
integro-differential equations. The resulting dynamics is certainly 
not transparent, apart the huge computing difficulties. On the other 
hand, the self-consistent hamiltonian h f'fy means an instantaneous 
coupling between single-particle motions and variations of the mean 
field, showing that this theory looks particularly suitable to des
cribe collective motions. Indeed a linearized version of the TDHF 

(8) equations leads to the Random Phase Approximation which is a very 

good approach to study small amplitude collective motions. Using our 
phase space representation we are looking for a simple semiclassical 
picture of the TDHF dynamics, always preserving the microscopic founda
tions. 

With the same procedure discussed in the previous section for one-
particle problems, from equation (3.2) we can get the tii.ie evolution of 
the Wigner transform \ (r . ? , tr) of the one-body density 
matrix 

^ J'*,?.«•)= j : *-'"(*K)t>C'k'-') $,'.*) 0.5) 

where S ^ JL + Vj( r ? t") i s t h e Signer transform of 

the self-consistent HF hamiltonian. With respect to the one particle 
equation (2.11) we have a non linearity coming from the self-consistency 
and a velocity dependent non local potential. 
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Neglecting second and higher order terms in ** we get as a 
semiclassical limit of TDHF the Vlasov equation 

widely used in classical plasma physics. As discussed in tne previous 
section from Vlasov we can generate a chain of fluid dynamical equa
tions for the ^ -moments of the Wigner function, interpreted res
pectively as local density, current, pressure tensor and so on. 
How important are the quantum corrections ? We remark that, due to 
the structure of the operator, we do not have explicit 
quantum terms up to the third f* -moment equation, allowing a 
Galilei invariant non locality for the HF potential. Therefore, 
we can say : 

i) If we are able, with some physical ansatz, to truncate the 
chain at that order we get a completely classical set of fluid dynamical 
equations, quantum effects being in the initial conditions and in the 
truncation procedure. 

ii) We should expect small quantum effects in the time evolution 
of the Wigner function, i.e. the Vlasov equation and the full TDHF 
equation should give the same results if WP start with the same initial 
distribution. This was numerically observed for the collision of two 

(9) identical slabs of nuclear matter 

In these lectures, we shall focus our attention on the Vlasov 
equation trying to find some simple approximate solutions corresponding 
to a wide class of nuclear collective motions. 

4- COLLECTIVE MOTIONS : EXPANSION AROUND THE EQUILIBRIUM 

The basic idea to study collective motions is to look for so
lutions of the Vlasov equation which correspond to the lower multipole 
distortions in momentum space with respect to the equilibrium spherical 
distribution. A suitable expansion, wh'ch can be used for small oscil
lations as well as for large amplitude collective motions, is... 
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where K is a function of phase space which gives a measure of the 
"distance" from the static solution. It is useful to split this 
function in a f* -even and f -odd part 

where p -even part can be expanded 

(1.3) 

(4.1) 

and the p -odd term 

Since the K function is in a Pyisson bracket we can easily see that the 
f -even part gives the f-odd moments of the distorted distribution 

(e.g. the current) while the f -odd term gives the p -even moments 
(e.g. transition density, pressure tensor and so on). 

Introducing the (4.1) expansion in the Vlasov equation we get ar. 
extremely complicated set of ncn linear coupled differential equations 
for the fields jf(r,t) , i tt,*r) , <fc (? fc ) Y (tt '<) etc . . 

'o(ft ' dBf 

The usefulness of that expansion can be realized only if we are able to 
truncate, with some physical ansatz, the momentum dependence of the 
functions Xf?,?^) '"^ d ? ( r t î t ^ ) -

For small oscillations, we ̂ an keep only che first term in equation 
(4.1) and we can introduce a kind of maximum collectivity conditions 
(lowest possible P -distortionÎ 



(4.5) 

We can immediately construct the P-moments of the distorted distribution 

in terms of the % and jS fields. We get a density 

f(-r.^> = - £ r

( * > + *> ( 4 - 6 ) 

with a transition density 

a irrotational current 
J>,<r; = P £* 

i T tu 

and a kinetic energy density 

?.. = ?.. t à c. 
'J 'J J 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

with a variation 

sr 
**ii-A(>«**) + &**+<v« <-> 

As we shall show in detail in a following section, from the 

continuity equation we have a link between the 'X and the J> 

fields» therefore we need only to solve the Euler-like equation to 

get the full solutions of the Vlasov dynamics corresponding to these 

highly collective motions. The related physical meaning is of collective 

modes obtained just scaling the space-coordinates. Indeed the distri

bution function has the form 

with I/Ç = "Y + p . S , which is a Taylor expansion 

corresponding to 

we get the distorted distribution from the static one just scaling 

the coordinates of the emount J> , with a corresponding transformation 



on the momenta. It is also clear from equation (4.10) that in this 
way we can have only up to 1 = 2 multipole distortions in mo-* K max r 

mentum space. Solutions of this type correspond to small amplitude 
diabatic motions since the shape of the nucleus is changing but 
not the single-particle structure (e.g. the occupation numbers).. 
As we will show later on, in this way we can describe very well highly 
excited collective states, as giant resonances. 

5- LARGE AMPLITUDE COLLECTIVE MOTIONS 

An ansatz, in a sense opposite, of adiabaticity must be intro
duced in order to be able to study large amplitude slow collective 
motions. In such case we can regroup the f -even terms of expansion 
equation (4.1) and expand now the Wigner function around a time depen
dent distribution 1 (r f fc- ) which represents a time 
evolving quasi-equilibrium condition : 

with (f o i A f* - e v e n functions in phase space ; ^ 
which gives the current, is a measure of the collective velocity 

field. Equation (5.1) is the phase-space correspondent of the adia-
batic expansion introduced by Baranger and Vénéroni to extract a col
lective dynamics from TDHF 

(2) Two main consequences are following from equation (4.1) : 

a) The Vlasov equation becomes a set of coupled equations in 

the collective "path" 4 fr t> t-) and for the collective 
Q o ' ' - ' 

velocity field X(C P <r) 
b) The HF total energy functional of the system can be split 

in two parts 
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with 

interpreted respectively as collective potential and kinetic energy. 
This is the starting point to study potential and inertial parameters 
for collective modes. It is also possible to support the interpretation 
of equation (5-2) through a Hamilton formulation of the Vlasov dynamics 
with l f l ; X playing the role of collective canonical 
coordinates «; 

The variational approach has also a uractical use : for a wide 
class of collective motions it represents a v.did tool to find the 
distorting field Y (t, ? t k / without solving the Vlasov 

(12) equation 

A nice approximation scheme to avoid the solution of the coupled 
equations for X 0 ^ ; is supplied by the Generalized Scaling 
Approach, where all the nucléons are looked to be moved coherently in 
a common velocity field ' . The time-even part of the density 
matrix is given in terms of the static solution 

P U) = e » p / t ft/fr ) f> expf-CB/t; ) (5.3) 

where A is a time-odd hermitian operator of the form 

(\ - 1 (?• i(r,t-) + i Cc,t) l) (5.4) 

with S (r( t- "̂  a vector field which characterizes the collective 
motion. A further step in this approximation should be to introduce 
a p -even dependence in the ^ field. 

This truncation, which could be exact in some cases, as the 
rotations discussed later, is equivalent to the lowest order approxi
mation for the function j (r . p fc- ) of the phase space 
expansion (4.1), while keeping in general all the terms for the 



function /( i - / I , ^' .We have two important conse
quences of the explicit knowledge,equation (5.3) of the collective 
path : 

i) The f -even distribution function j - 0 fr,?i<-) 
can be expanded, in the semiclassical limit, from the static solution 

^-^^{^^f-S^yJ^^fP-S.^jf,... (5.5, 
which is useful for small oscillation, where a smalness parameter ir 

present in the $_ field. In this way we can construct the mass para
meter for any small amplitude motion, as we shall discuss below. 

ii) We have an independent knowledge of the time-derivative 

Ik = f i -V t i l (5.6) 
with IT r — S (t.tr) is a kind of external velocity field. 

Inserting the result equation (5.6) in the Vlasov equation and 
in the form of the collective kinetic energy equation (5.2), we get 

a) An equation for the y field 

f 7., &o ] -- I • "£(-'L-> ( 5- 7 ) 

from which we can compute the current inside a system that undergoes 
a slow generalized scaling motion ; 

b) An interesting structure for the collective kinetic energy 

K f r U J * 7 fd'-r Y(C')-i<-!.*) (5.8) 
with the "response" current 

in general not parallel to V* (t,h-) -In this sense, 
equation (5.8) is much more general than the usual form for a classi
cal fluid. 

(2) A very general result was derived in ref. , derivation only 
possible using the phase space approach : if we assume a momentum 



isotropic f -even distr ibution 

i.U,?,*)* / , fr /ÎO (5.10) 

we get a current 

j ( r l ( - > - - ?0 V(:,t) ( 5 1 1 ) 

and then a classical form for the collective kinetic energy 

In I , ) , J K : Ï J5r i (5.12) 

- Rotations 

The Generalised Scaling truncation is exact for a rotation through 

an angle oC about the direction ^ . The displacement field is 

given by 

S(r.L-) -- M\r) rx« ( 5 i 3 ) 

which leads to an external velocity field 

V(r.J-) = fa? * t -- Vkl6,I> (5.14) 

From the previous discussion, we derive that if we assume a 

classical momentum isotropic £ -even distribution we get rigid 

moments of inertia and rigid currents, independently on the shape 

of the self-consistent field. Following the weaker assumption of a 

f -isotropy on average 

l?ï>o = *?r

l>o ' ^c^o (5.15) 
which is the semiclassical correspondant of the self-consistent 

(15) equilibrium condition , we get for a rotating harmonic oscillator 

well a rigid moment of inertia (the semiclassical version of the 
(2) 

Inglis cranking formula) but a quite complicated flow 

J(t,<r) = J + J + J (5.16) 
- PlfalO IKtfoT "MOT DE Finite CHQ&HCTEA 

In particular the distorting field V ( j- a . \ has an essen

tial non-local part 



y = p x y + B p J r ( 5 . 1 7 ) 

(for rotations about ;the z-axis). 

Using a variational method it is possible to show that we can 
( 12) also get a non-rigid moment of inertia for a general potential well 

E.g. it is enough to add a Nilsson — Js £ term in the deformed 
oscillator case to have values much smaller than the rigid ones. 
However we must remark that this term is not Galilei invariant. 
If we recover this invariance we finish with small corrections with 
respect to the rigid value. In this context it seems essential to 
introduce pairing effects. That extension of this phase space dynamics 
to include superfluid contributions looks indeed extremely interesting. 

- Scaling modes 

The collective motion obtained just scaling the coordinates cor
responds to a displacement field S •= a( ( kr) Y P ( - / 
where ^.(ir) is the scaling parameter and 0(c) is a real 
function which depends on the studied collective motion. In this case 
all the equations can be easily solved. We get a local distorting field 

Y (<r t - ) - — UA ^- ^P (^ ) a n o" consequently a irrotational flow 

J Cc.O -- po U- S^,„ 6 «"h 2f«,u,*6 = - •*' Zfc> 
The collective kinetic energy assumes a classical form 

corresponding to a collective inertial parameter 

(5.19) M U) : m Jr P (ri) (?4) 

The scaling modes are almost useless to describe large amplitude 
motions since it is extremely unlikely that a system moves very far 
from the ground state without internal rearrangements. As discussed in 
section 4, such modes can be very appropriate for small oscillations. 
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The extension of all the previous equations to a two fluid 

system, in order to take into account the charge degree of freedom 

and to study isovector modes, is straight forward. However the pre

sence of exchange forces gives rise to extra "source" terms in the 

continuity equation and therefore in the current. The collective ki

netic energy is also affected by that. For scaling modes we have the 

structure 

fK ( i y = z r ——- < 5- 2 o ) 

J K 
where *L stands for neutron, proton and 

is the generalized current which satisfies the continuity equation 

1 p - _ Ç7. J1""' (5.22) 

ot \ - - -\ 
) ' is a non locality parameter which comes from exchange forces 

(for Skyrme type interactions Q> = — ( t, + tLJ ) 
For isovector modes (J. s — Jo ' I we finally get a 

scaling collective mass 

K ^ r lu J V — Z (5.23) 

C0Lu J ( + £ J? 

We shall use these scaling inertial parameters in our study 

of giant resonances. 

6- SMALL OSCILLATIONS : RPA IN PHASE SPACE 

To study small collective oscillations, we can construct the 

corresponding hamiltonian, as discussed in the previous section, and 

then try to solve the equations of motion in the collective variables. 

This approach to study giant resonances is described in rer. * 

Here we are going to present an equivalent fluid-dynamical 

method, which can be easily extended to more complicated motions. 



like vibration-rotation coupling. In recent years nuclear fluid-dynamical 
equations have been successfully used starting from variational approaches 

<14) based on a semiclassical energy functional . Here we derive these 
equations from the Vlasov (TDHF) dynamics and we show how to get simple 

(19) solutions . The procedure is the following : 

i) Vlasov equation (TDHF in phase space) 

ii,) Chain of fluid-dynamical equations obtained from the 
P -moments of Vlasov 

iii) Linearization, which is the equivalent of RPA in TDHF theory 

iv) Truncation with some physical ansatz 

v) Solutions (suitable boundary conditions) 

Before showing details we must remark that this fluid-dynamical 
approach has nothing in common with the hydrodynamical model frequently 
used to study collective motion. In our microscopic phase space approach 
we allow distortions in momentum space for the distributions function : 
hydrodynamics means always a locally equilibrated spherical momentum 
distribution. This indeed is a major break-down of the hydrodyi;amical 
model (apart from the criticism based on the evaluation of the mean 
iree path) which is not able to reproduce collective modes, like giant 
quadrupole or octupole resonances, where distortions in momentum space 
are essential. 

For sake of simplicity, we will write all the equations for local 
HF potentials. The extension to non-locality is straightforward (see 
ref. '* ' ) and indeed it is crucial for isovector modes, where exchange 
forces play an important role. Actually also for isoscalar modes all our 
results are obtained with effective Skyrme forces which are velocity 
and density dependent and which lead to a non-local (Galilei invariant) 
HF hamiltonian. 

As already discussed in sections 2 and 3, the zeroth p -moment 
of the Vlasov equation gives the continuity equation 

Ef = - f-J (6.1> 

while from the first ? -moment we get a Euler-like equation 



<)fr (M ' IM 
- ° (6.2) 

with density, current and kinetic energy density tensor already defined 

in sections 2-3. We will discuss scaling modes (see sect, s) to describe 

giant resonances : we can easily show that in this case we automatically 

truncate the chain of fluid-dynamical equations at the Euler level. 

Indeed let us consider the linearized form of equations (6.1), (6.2) 

1 iïp -f 9 • i = 
ot 

0 ( 6 . 3 ) 

^ 2. J +v£z +ÏP?" t P ? ^ = o 
•** <J j - - ' ' ( 6 . 4 ) 

Since, see equation (4.9), the variation- ^ «.'j' for scaling 

modes can be expressed just in term of the displacement field ^ (.£,£•), 

the system of equations (6.3), (6.4) is a closed set of equations for 

the unknown fields )f (r,t-) and S (t, t) , which 

respectively give the current and the transition density (see equations 

(4.7), (4.8)). 

Actually in the irrotational ansatz for the displacement field, 

which is natural for scaling modes as also discussed in section 5, we 

get a simple $ <£-"> X connection from the continuity equation 

sec) = 4(*->f^(t; ( 6.5) 

Crikr) = _U* i { y ) <p(Z) 
~X v"' ' ' " ' (6.6) 

which means a current J - - P 5 = — P ûl / ̂  J 

and then the only problem is to solve the equation (6.4) which has the 

structure 

with 

f u i % ?S""4/>fS«/ + S"/>f«/ ( 6 7 ) 

U - \TAft) * where the r . h . s , i s l i n e a r in < t ( ^ / being 

Sf = *ï(f>±) 

file:///TAft


(6.10) 

^w = Ôp ^ a n d 

Projecting the equation (6.7) in order to get the correct mass para
meter for scaling modes, we reduce the problem to an harmonic form 

H A. - CdL (6.8) 
with 

M = U* J /> U * d V (6.9) 
and the restoring force parameter 

Assuming a given structure for the scaling field <pC-) , 
which gives the shape of the collective deformation we are interested 
in, wc can easily evaluate the frequency of the corresponding giant 
resonance 

&* ~ ^ (6.11) 

using any realistic two-body interaction. 

We need some comments on this simplified procedure to solve the 
fluid-dynamical equations 

i) Within the scaling approximation equation (6.7) represents 
a very general equation to find the scaling field with suitable boun
dary conditions 

ii) The harmonic form of the equation of motion means that we 
can only have one collective state which gets all the transition strength. 
This is not a bad representation of giant resonances. 

iii) It is possible to go beyond the scaling ansatz, as discussed 
in section 4. We will have extra unknown fields and we cannot truncate 

(22) anymore the chain at the Euler level . We should start to see a 
fragmentation of the strength and the onset of low lying states which 
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are related to the higher order momentum distortions we can analyse 
in that way. However the mathematical problems are such to easily 
overtake the difficulties of a full RPA calculation. 

iv) We do not have informations on the width of the giant 
resonances. The escape width can be treated introducing a coupling 

(21) to the continuum states . The spreading width can be studied 
either introducing two-body collision terms in the Vlasov equation 
or looking at the effects of non-linear terms. 

Apart from these sources of criticism, we think that it is im
portant to have a simple microscopic description of giant resonances 

i) We reproduce the main results o. ^ig FiHA calculations with 
very small numerical el forts. Not only the mea.. frequences are obtained, 
but also more subtle trends ff RPA results, as the non-locality depen-

( 18) dence . The irrotational structure of the current seems also well 
(23) established for the more collective RPA state 

ii) We have analytical formulas for the frequences and the re
duced transition strengths. This is extremely useful to follow in de
tail the dynamical effects of each term of the used effective two-body 
interaction. 

iii) We actually need only some knowledge of the density and 
kinetic energy density distributions in the nuclear state on top of 
which we build a giant resonance. This means that we can easily study 
giant resonances for deformed ground states ' as well as the beha
viour of giant modes built on any excited state. This is a very interac
ting new spectroscopy in order to have a direct insight on the structure 
of nuclear states far from the ground state. In particular, as discussed 
in a following section, v/e can easily describe giant resonances on high 
spin states. 

iv) We finally have a direct knowledge of the nuclear distribu
tion function corresponding to a given giant mode. This is extremely 
important in order to study effects of giant resonances in reaction 
mechanisms fo- 'ieavy ion collisions. We will use this idea in a model 
for subthreshold 7T-production. 



Before closing this section, it can be interesting to see the 
structure of the results, e.g. for isoscalar giant quadrupole reso
nances (more details can be found in ref. ' ). The scaling field 
can be chosen (Tassie-Bohr model) 

-
(P r 1 r* fc Y r 2. &Ky.X. K?0 4ti (6.12) 

and for the three possible quadrupole modes we get the frequencies 

S2 ̂  -- 5l (6-13) K 
K 

with 

~K " 3 ij 'J 'J ) lu* 

« . = ! ^ ** ». ; 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

with C(C} kinetic energy density of the reference state, XC 
inertial integrals Xt" - •** J J JT XV pic) and H< 
the reduced mass. As we see the GQR are not depending on details of 
the interaction but only on saturation properties. For spherical nu
clei, if we use a schematic step model for the density 

?<•"- ' = To 
) and a Thomas-Fermi ansatz 

z s p / j- i wegeta mean GQR frequency 
<•-}*• - 4 £ p 1 (6.16) 

which corresponds to an energy 

^ , o , - TT l f * = " * "«" 
choosing an average saturation density P :2s * /T-> *̂" 
for finite nuclei. 
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7- ISOVECTOR GIANT RESONANCES 

The study of motions of protons against neutrons is a little bit 
more complicated. We have to start from a two "fluid" system whose mo
tion is coupled through the presence of exchange terms in the interaction. 

We can separate the distribution function 

where 1 is the charge label. Therefore for each "fluid" we have a 
Vlasov dynamics 

(7.2) 
9fr 'V t v i ' y ' 

with 

h - L + w 

where the HF potential is in general 

w v = V r ' f ' V (7.3) 

non local function which couples ? rf—••> £ 

E.g. for Skyrme-type interactions we have a structure 

V W ; - _ Vr'*v ' V r'* v'- + ^ f-̂ '; pL <7-4) 

with 

la CAL . . 
where W , i s a function of P P . 

v '*, r.. 



The continuity equation and the extra terms in the current 
were already discussed in section 5. The Euler equation has a general 
form 

where we have also an extra term, coming from non locality, in the 
kinetic energy density tensor 

c* • hp. («VA t.- = j a ( ': I '; \> (f,. (7.6) 

To get our semiclassical RPA equations we have to linearize 
equation (7.5) introducing the isovector condition 

*iv'-% 
i.e. the variations of the two distributior. functions must be out of 
phase. The procedure is quite lengthy but all the equations can be 
worked out for any neutron and prcL̂ .i distribution in the reference 
state on top of which we build the giant isovector mode. Using a sim
plifying assumption of proportionality between the two density distri
butions 

f, - k - I 
S' * f l A ( 7 - 8 > 

'11 

where ^i, o ' stand for N, Z, we get a linearized Euler 
equation, for Skyr.ne forces, 

e>{- ' I w. f t 1 * " 

<_ LOCAL f> c LO<-tM-

+ Vv v7 w + h fà*> = o 
U. I** 

(7.9) 



where now we can write 

w t = *h * Pr ^ * ^ ^ (7'10> 

and _ 

where we use the vf*. - " /o, ' isovector condition. 
At this point it is interesting to add a general comment. When we pro
ject the Euler equation in order to get the giant frequencies for iso
scalar modes we have an exact cancellation of the contributions coming 
from the last two terms, where we have the local part of HF potential. 
This is not true anymore for isovector motions. This is the reason why 
isoscalar frequencies are in general less dependent on detailed proper
ties of the used interaction. 

S/V = "- ffv '-* > 

k - ft.7^ 

Introducing the scaling ansatz 

1 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

We can recover an harmonic form from equation (7.9) with a 
suitable projection in order to have the right collective mass para
meter equation (5.3). 

To study Giant Dipole Resonances we use the real scaling fields 
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I = - ̂  ' ̂  ' ' l o l"etr 

(7.15) 

Consequently the displacement vector .5 has a very simplify!: ng 
structure V \- =• 0 for any k, i. 
We get frequencies 

Z *-̂ ' 

M 
with a collective mass 

M = w K * — r T ~ ~ ( 7- 1 6 ) 

independent of the direction of the mode, 
and a restoring coefficient 

f>, r~ 2 

c 
' I J K (7.17) 

where *:*• , ^f*- / ft i fr > f, f i ^ a r e parameters related to the 
used Skyrme force. Since in general 

we see that the giant dipole frequencies are extremely sensitive to 
the structure of the density distributions, and in particular to the 
nuclear surface. 

In order to work out some analytical results, we will consider 
Wocôs-Saxon spheroidal shapes deformed along the z-axis, always with 
a Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy density, 
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ft*» ti^l^l] •/""> 

artial x, y, z derivatives can 

O*:- " I r 9*V /Or 

The partial x, y, z derivatives can be easily done 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

Ï-and for the squared radial derivative we will assume a à -structure 

with a suitable Woods-Saxon normalization 

z 
(7.22) 

All the integrals can be analytically done and we get the two 

frequencies (the x t y modes are degenerate) 

^'•^^gTf'-fe'^w^ ...» 

where Rolf» is obtained from the number of particle conservation 

condition J d r PlC fc) — rl and the collective mass 

is also changing with the deformation 

M (p.) = *" tt\ f(c.J»_ 

£~L (o) is the GDR frequency for spherical nuclei 
O ' 

SlZ(o) r SI OJ ~ Co«*t 12 — (7.26) 



with 

„h. £ ( , • gp.)f$(Ç*JV».<«i.fr-£ )(»)(&)'( „. 27) 
We would like to remark some points : 

i) We expect a splitting of the dipole resonance for deformed 

nuclei. For prolate nuclei ft > P and then, from eq. (7.23), (7.24), 

S^-o ^ i. T ' v * c e versa for oblate nuclei. With respect 

to this isovector translation the nucleus is softer in the direction 

of the larger deformation. 

ii) The results are very sensitive to the used Skyrme interaction. 
(25) With a SKM interaction , we get a general trend, for spherical nuclei 

•fcSl -v. i f fl (7.28) 

which reproduces quite well the experimental positions of the main GDR 

p e a k ( 2 6 ) . 

iii) The surface width plays an essential role. This can explain 

some oscillations of GDR energies with the mass number as well as some 

systematic trends like the decreasing for isotope nuclei with increa

sing neutron excess. Indeed the obtained analytical formulas could be 

used in connection with detailed studies of proton and neutron density 

distributions in order to quantitatively reproduce such fluctuations. 

iv) Equations (7.16), (7.17), (7.18) can be used to compute the 

GDR frequencies for any nuclear shape. In particular we can study the 

GDR properties of a di-nuclear system, having a link to the heavy ion 

physics. Indeed it is important to have a reliable evaluation of such 

frequencies in order to establish if the GDR zero point motion can be 

responsible for the Z-variances in the chart's equilibration mode for 
• , 4-- ,,. • (27) deep-inelastic collisions 

8- GIANT RESONANCES ON HIGH SPIN STATES 

Another important connection to the heavy ion physics comes 

from the possibility of studying in this phase space, approach, wi

thout much difficulty, the behaviour of giant resonances built on 

highly excited rotatin ; nuclei, recently observed in fusion 
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(35) 
and deep inelastic reactions . These data are very interesting 

because one can directly study nuclear structures very far from the 

ground state just making use of the already remarked property of giant 

resonances to be very sensitive to the nature of the "reference" state. 

The experiments are very difficult since one must observe an high ener

gy photon yield on top of a statistical spectrum, where target and cos

mic rays contaminations could be misleading and we are near the upper 

energy limits of the used X-detectors. From the theoretical side 

one should perform a cranked RPA calculation but since cranking breaks 

the time reversal invariance such project becomes hopelessly complicated 

with full microscopic two-body interactions. Several attempts have been 

proposed with model hamiltonians and/or model interactions 

In our semiclassical approach we can solve the problem within a fully 

microscopic theory, with realistic interactions, but still with the 
(40-42) 

possibility of simple physical interpretation of the results 

Essentially we expect to see a shift and a splitting of the giant reso

nance energy due to dynamical deformations, related to the rotation, and 

to Coriolis coupling terms. The amount of these effects will depend on 

microscopic rearrangements of the nucleus. We will derive analytical 

formulas for that. 

The starting point is the Vlasov equation, with a cranking term, 

in the rotating intrinsic frame (isoscalar modes) : 

I ^tae.o-fifr.ç.fcj-y-tjfc.e.^j (8.D 
with t- - X * I* , r * u<^ P being canonical conjugate variables, 

which implies 

£ r T« _ T _ _ ( 8 2 ) 

if ^f = £ is the velocity in the rotating frame. 

We will write the main equations for local potentials. The extension 

to non locality can be done along the same guidelines discussed in the 

previous sections for static reference states. 

The structure of the continuity equation does not change, while 

at the Euler level (first »T -moment of equation (8.1)) we have expli

cit centrifugal and Coriolis terms 



(8.3) 

with 
H 

= * ^\ ^ i^^-'V 

We will repeat the procedure of the static case. In the rotating 
frame Giant Resonances are described as small scaling oscillation:; of 
the distribution function around a stationary rotating value / 
which is solution of the cranked equation 

{*5r-^,/ srl = ° (8.4) 

Assuming the nucleus to undergo rigid rotations, the scaling generator 
takes the form 

KCr.f . t ) , X(r,fc) + (_P-«-6?*r;. s a.tr) ( 8 5 ) 

It involves up to second order distortions of the momentum distri
bution while taking into account the shift of the Fermi sphere due to 
the rotation. We have the same relations of section 6 between transition 
density, current, transition kinetic energy density, the stationary 
density and kinetic energy density, and tne scaling field. 
The linearized Euler equation (6.7) now assumes the form 

/< = -'Sr 
•i S P j V w + LU co x Cy xr ; ] (a.6) 

with M; = V 7 ^ , <f>(t) giV ing the shape of the oscillation. 
The presence of the Coriolis term — 2 o[ P L> V t£ 
is a qualitative new feature with respect to the static case, since 
it couples different oscillation modes implying a further splitting 
of the giant resonance energy also in cases of axially symmetric dy
namical de formal-ions. F.g. in the case of isoscalar quadrupol e reso-



nances we assume for the scaling field the real quadratic form 

^ ( f r | s l [ ^ t ) ^ i ) t 4 . ( f ^ . J t J J , «.a,..* ( 8 . 7 ) 
Vs. 

with 

X . . 
"• J 

\ 2. fl. V. X-. (8.8) 

(for k = 0, G>_ = 0 since Y is real). Projecting the equation 
(8.6) over V(j> In order to get the right collective 

- 7 « , K 

masses we have now a set of coupled equations ( <^ oriented along 
the z-axis) : 

(8.9) 

,/ K ' „ (« ' 
M „ = H - = l M .- -i" H i : ;; (collective mass) i T. a., A 

0 . ft - 2CJ <T -Wfl,- d • - ",; V 7 (Coriolis coupl 
b«. " " ?K " i K *l 1' *' U ' parameter) 

ing 
pa.-ameter) (8.10) 

C - ^ t h * * * JV - Vc>-2«^ *(',;< J ( r e s t o ri"e hT r t IT.-- rT,-,' - a ST ,• ' , l li / parameter) 

with J- 5U« I d JT f '-' *c.' inertia integrals, the 

second term in the restoring parameter coming from the centrifugal force. 

This coupling only between K and x components of a given 
angular momentum projection is actually valid if the nucleus undergoes 
an axially symmetrical deformation with the rotation. 



In the general case of a triaxial shape we |et a more complicated 

set of five coupled equations. We will show some results for dynamical 

axially symmetric deformations. Therefore we see a splitting of the 

GQR energy in three levels due to the effect of deformations and a fur

ther splitting in five levels due to the Coriolis coupling : 

O ; /£* t .!*. 1 ^ , K=<,,l,l (8.11) 

where for k = 0, B. = 0. Before showing some quantitative results we 

would like briefly discuss also isoveotor modes. The algebra is a little 

bit more complicated but still much simplified from the invariance in 

form of the Skyrme-type interaction passing from the laboratory to the 
(13) intrinsic rotating frame . For the three possible Giant Dipole Modes 

we have the frequencies 

k = 0, along the rotational z-axis 

I Co 
P 0 = — (8.12) 

k = 1, Ï, coupled through the Coriolis term 

— t n 

-J(^Î^FÏ¥HI^,e"3' 
where the mass M and the restoring parameters Ot 1. V have 

the same form equations (7.16), (7.17), (7.18) as in the static case 

but now computed with stationary rotating solutions. In general all 

the properties of the giant resonances can be studied once we know 

the cranked self-consistent stationary density and kinetic energy 

density distributions \ . (UJ) and 

In figures 1, 2, we show some first, not self-consistent results 

for GQR and GDR energies obtained from a stationary Thomas-Fermi dis-
(40,42) 

tribution in an oblate classically rotating shape , for 3 
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Actually the results in the figures are directly in the 
laboratory frame. This passage can be easily done studying the cime 
evolution for a multipole operator with definite rotational proper
ties. With our symmetries ground the rotational axi&> '*j have the 
simple correspondences 

Intrinsic frame 
Oipole 

Quadrupole 

Laboratory frame 

20 

9.0 

—7 sn< (8.14) 

+ ^ 

—> si . 

(8.15) 

always in the direction of a strong suppression of the Coriolis splitting. 
The average values are calculated using the dipole and quadrupole ab
sorption cross sections as weighting factors. These cross sections can 
be easily computed in our approach since the reduced transition strengths 
are simply given by 

M f 
fy(e4> ) ^ ~^T (8.16) 

SX. 
for a single 

i> 
phonon collective state (40) 

We predict a small decreasing of the main peak position with an
gular momentum and an overall larger width due to the splittings. 
However better calculations with microscopic stationary solutions 
are needed. 

Temperature effects could also be important, since these decays 
(43) are observed in a high excitation region . This is not a problem 

in our approach : we could either start from a finite temperature cran
ked HF solution or we could introduce temperature smoothing effects in 

the stationary distribution function in a semiclassical way. 



9- SUBTHRESHOLD W-PRODUCTION IN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS : 
COLLECTIVE DYNAMICAL EFFECTS 

A very important by-product of our phase ppace approach to giant 
resonances is that we can explicitly write the corresponding distribu
tion function with all the momentum distortions. In this way we can 
easily evaluate effects of giant modes excited in heavy ion reaction 
mechanisms. Since the giant resonances are essentially scaling modes, 
we expect to see related effects in the approaching phase of heavy 
ion collisions where diabatic collective motions are likely to be ex
cited with a sudden deformation mechanism ' . Therefore it is 
interesting to have a relatively sim[le knowledge of GR momentum dis
tributions to be used in all processes where the initial stage of the 
ion-ion collision is important. In this respect subthreshold TT -
production seems to be a good case. 

The production of pions in heavy ion reactions far below the free 
NN Scattering threshold is maybe the first experimental evidence of the 
new phenomena we observe in medium energy heavy-ion collisions 
Of course one should take into account the momentum distributions of 
nucléons in the two collidirg ions, but all the calculations performed 
with Fermi gas models, or more realistic shell model wave functions, 
give production rates well below (of about a factor 100) the experi
mental values . These results are inducing a search for production 
mechanisms other than NN collisions (cooperative process and pionic 
fusion , pionic bremsstrahlung , hot spots in compound nu-

(49,50), cleus ). 

Here we show how a collective distortion in the momentum distri
butions of the nurleons inside the approaching two ions can account 
for a large part of the observed discrepancy. Our method is in a 
sense a simplified version of a theory which tries to take into ac-

(51) count collective mean field effects 

We consider a diabatic polarization of the two ions along the 
line which connects the two centres, with the set up of a giant 
quadrupole oscillation, whose distribution function in phase-space 
can be easily written in the scaling approximation. We consider 
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£- *~ CL collisions and in our calculation we use an 

harmonie oscillator shell model to describe C-

In momentum space we !r.v- an unperturbed distribution 

ijfpi-. — i*?l-r-£)[t+i£il **] ( 9- 1 ) 

("̂ f 

(9.2) 

pi'k where ! represents an average occupation number of 

the valence nucléons. If we scale coordinates and moments in a 

quadrupole way along z 

X -•> x(t-u) ?x-> (V ( ' + « ' 

y _> y(«-2A) PY -> pY fi+2JJ 

we get 

where t' is the angle between the T̂ vector and the z axis. 

In this way a spherical distribution (9.1) becomes distorted and 

we can follow the related effects on the 7T -production cross 

section. 
(52) 

The production cross section can be roughly written 

IÎLZ- ~ f é U t e - /èU-ir)• (?Un* spice Jr^fro.)- (Ç %CH ) 

\ / i i - i ( 9 - 3 ) 

•/Pjul i 6lb£Ki\^ ^ • ( F àUorplYou 7 

where : the Glauber factor gives the average number of first 

NN collisions j the phase space fraction gives the part of phase 

space available to produce pions in the CM of two colliding nucléons 

\y- ' is the pion production cross section for free NN scat

tering ; Pauli blocking and 7P -absorption are effects to take 

into account in the exit channel. 

All these terms are affected by the collective deformation in 

the approaching phase. We have focused our attention on the phase 

space fraction which is essentially a convolution Oi the two distri-
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butions 
with integration limits given by the r^Iativistic kinematical con
ditions for two nucléons to have enough energy in the centre of mass 
to produce pions. The nucléon rest masses have been corrected to 
take into account the binding energies. 

Figure 3 shows the behaviour of the phase space fraction as a 
function of the deformation parameter oi for a 
collision at $5 Ht,<r/T Si> _ 

12, 11^ 
C 1- C 

O 

< 
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u 2. 
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< 
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- Figure 3 

It is very interesting the initial increase of the curve 
( <i larger than .2 has no physical meaning). We can go from 
less than 1 % of phase space available to about ) 30 %. 

We can consider as a minimum value for ot. the zero point motion 
amplitude for a scaling quadrupole mode obtained from the equation 

** - ! M A V . (9.4) 

M, sc 
I l IM ft (?' 
6~ (9.5) 
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which leads to ^ W * ~ ^* ̂  ̂  
Therefore we could easily gain a factor between 10 and 20 in the 
cross section. This is shown in Figure 4 where is plotted the ex
perimental inclusive 7P -production cross section as a function 
of the pion kinetic energy at 90°. The comparison is shown with 
calculated cross sections for several values of ti.e o£ -parameter. 
Pauli blocking and IT -absorption effects are not taken into ac
count. 

^ +Tb-TT + .. 
asMeWn 

Figure A -

The interpretation of the enhancement cs due to a giant quadru-
pole resonance acting as doorway state is perhaps too naive. This 
result however certainly shows that dynamical deformations in the 
approaching phase can be extremely important to explain the high 

(54) rate of produced pions 

To conclude this section, we remark that similar ideas can be 
applied to projectile fragmentation peripheral heavy ion reactions 
at medium energies where several deviations from high energy fragmen-

(55) tation processes have been observed Collective effects intro-
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duced in this way can simply explain the different energy distributions 
of the emitted fragments, related to the emission angle and to the frag
ment mass, as well as the isotopic distributions. 

10- CONCLUSIONS 

We have seen the large amount of informations on the nuclear 
dynamics we can get from some particular solutions of the Vlasov 
equation corresponding to large and small amplitude collective mo
tions. This phase space approach seems indeed appropriate because 
one gets very often analytical results with simple physical interpre
tations, keeping the microscopic features of the nuclear many-hody 
problem and really presenting a unified picture of the nuclear dyna
mics, from rotational and vibrational states to giant resonances 
and to heavy ion physics. Of course there are several open problems 
and several directions along which one could extend this approach. 
In these conclusions, I would like to state the more interesting ones, 
from my point of view. 

Large amplitude collective motions 

i) Introduction of pairing effects in order to have a fully 
microscopic approach to nuclear superfluidity. After all the struc
ture of the HFB equations is very close to that of HF, using genera
lized density and potential matrices. This seems to be the only way 
to reproduce the structure of low-lying rotational states. 

ii) Search for a quasi-equilibrium collective path 
X ( C , l' , t ) which goes beyond the generalized scaling 

approximation. This should allow, e.g., the study of low-energy fis
sion processes. 

Small amplitude vibrations 

i) A very challenging problem seems to be the study of small 
oscillations for a Vlasov nuclear system. It is the correspondent 
of the Landau oscillations in a plasma but for a finite system with 
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short range forces, where we expect relevant self-consistency effects. 

ii) Introduction of some viscosity through collision terms, 
(57) also within a relaxation time approximation , to go beyond the 

(58) pure elasticity regime typical of scaling modes and to have a 
possibility to study giant resonance widths with fundamental connec-

(59) tions to the theory of Fermi liquids 

iil) Related to the point i) is the phase space study of low-
lying vibrational states where higher order distortions in momentum 
distribution are important. A parallel problem is to develop a semi-
classical version of IBM, or at least to extract from the IBM states 
the first p -moments of the distribution function. 

Heavy ion physics 

Here the phase space approach can be extremely fruitful. 
TDHF has proven to reproduce quite well the main features of low-
energy heavy ion collisions. However it is a largely not transparent 
theory. With the Wigner function approach we can easily construct 
quantities with clear interpretation like densities, currents, mo
mentum flux and so on . However solving the Vlasov equation in 
the full phase space is a tremendous task and nobody has succeeded 
so far, also if there are nice results in the slab world 
There is another important reason to work on a similar project. 
All the new results that are starting to be obtained with the medium 
energy heavy ion accelerator can possibly be analysed only within a 
Vlasov theory with two-body collision terms, the so-called Landau-
Vlasov equation 

(10.1) 
9 " • ?M».»i-(#t „ 

with 

5(<^vO [f.-f K ' -PU-HJMJ f f> I 
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i.e. the Vlasov equation with the Uehling-Uhlenbeck collision term , 
which is the quantal extension of the Boltzmann collision term. 
In this equation there is an interplay between mean field collective 
effects in the self-consistent hamiltonian and two-body collisions. 
Of course the non-linearity and mathematical problems are also en
hanced. This equation represents an interested link between mean-

{fill field theories and hydrodynamical approaches at higher energies , 
where two-body collisions are dominant and the system quickly reaches 
a local equilibrium condition typical of hydrodynamics. In the high 
energy region we can use directly the classical Boltzman equati m, 
since the Pauli effects are playing a minor role, and therefore 
from equation (10.1) we can also have a connection to pure classical 
methods like the intranuclear cascade model 

Essentially two main attempts to solve the problem equation (10,1) 
have been developed so far, in particular contests. One way is to intro
duce mean field effects in the cascade codes to' study high energy pion 
production (360-720 MeV/u). Another approach is based on a linea
rized version suitable to describe prompt emitted particles. In this 
work it is remarkable the fact that there is an agreement with the 
experimental data for proton energy spectra without reference to any 
thermal equilibrated source . The results are promising. It seems 
to be worthwhile to work on this problem not only numerically but also 
following some physical insight. 

The work described here has been carried on in a stimulating 
collaboration with D. M. Brink, Oxford University, and A. Bonaccorco, 
G. Giansiracusa, U. Lombardo, G. Russo and the graduate students 
A. Bonasera, M. Di Nardo, L. Fassina of the University of Catania. 

I acknowledge the nice discussions with Ch. Grégoire and the 
warm hospitality enjoyed at GANIL where the manuscript was completed. 
Finally I thank Miss S. Nazaud for the accurate typing work. 
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